Automatic detection of MOB events – leveraging the leading video
analytics solution for MOB detection

N3N for Hospitality

Man Overboard Detection Solution

Detection rates above industry benchmarks – over wide variations
in sea state and weather conditions

THE PROBLEM

THE N3N DIFFERENCE

Man Overboard (MOB) events are a
common occurrence in the cruise
industry. Yet, few cruise ships in
operation today have any form of
system for real-time detection of
man overboard events, which on
average, occur 22 times per year.
Typically, MOB events are reported
by someone who happens to notice
the fall or by a member of the
person’s party who reports the
person missing. However, because
the survival rate of MOB events
requires accurate and timely
detection – a more accurate, efficient
system is needed to detect MOB
events, that goes beyond the camera
and imaging systems currently
deployed in cruise ships.

Very low false alarm rate – enabled by high accuracy of video
detection capabilities

N3N’s real-time operations
visualization platform seamlessly
integrates and displays data from
cameras, video management systems,
sensors and video analytics, such as
PureTech Systems® best of breed Man
Overboard Detection System, in a
single view to enable faster, more
accurate detection and confirmation
of MOB events with relevant insights
and situational awareness to help
cruise staff and first responders make
smarter decisions and take immediate
action. N3N’s device and vendor
independent platform is agnostic to
data source, location, format or
protocol so you can connect data from
anywhere to achieve unparalleled
visibility into cruise ship operations for
heightened guest safety.
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Instant video validation of event – enabling immediate action by
cruise staff and first responders
Reporting of event latitude and longitude – provides first
responders with location at sea to shorten time to rescue
Fall origin guidance – improves situational awareness by
showing location of the ship where MOB event initiated
Contextual presentation of incident data to decision makers –
right data to the right person at the right time in a single view
In-service installation – seamless integration into existing VMS
and/or PSIM with full alarm database and playback capability
Integration with market leading camera and video management
systems – Axis, Milestone, Airship, Dahua, and more…
ISO PAS MOB compliant – with latest directives covering systems
for man overboard detection
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MAN OVERBOARD USE CASE

Faster detection & response to MOB events
ACCURATE VIDEO DETECTION
Leveraging infrared imagers combined with geospatial video analytics from
PureTech Systems®, which not only provide instant visual proof of an event, but
also achieve detection rates above industry benchmarks in various ranges of sea
states and weather conditions the solution offers accurate detection of MOB
events. Detection coverage encompasses the length of ship, including all passenger
floor levels and is accurate for both cold and warm water cruise routes.
FIELD PROVEN FOR LOW FALSE ALARMS
Almost as important as detection accuracy, false alarms from weather conditions
and cruise operations, can minimize the effectiveness of detection systems. The
MOB video analytics capabilities integrated in the solution have passed extensive
cruise line supported testing on board superliner-class cruise ships using industrydeveloped guidelines along established cold water and warm water cruise routes.
The system is affordable and testing results in minimal false alarms, and very high
detection rates.

About N3N
N3N provides the world’s #1 operations visualization platform.
Leading brands, large organizations and smart cities across
the globe trust N3N to deliver innovative digital transformation
and IoT solutions to achieve powerful business and operational
outcomes. Our dynamic operations visualization platform
seamlessly converges data from sensors, connected devices,
video feeds and more in a single view for real-time actionable
insights that drive real-world decisions. Founded in 2012, N3N
is a Cisco venture-backed company headquartered in Foster City,
California.

SITUATIONAL AWARE USER INTERFACE
Powered by N3N’s market leading operations visualization capabilities, geospatial
data within the detection algorithms allow of a user interface that is easy to
understand and simple to use. In situations, such as MOB events, providing a high
level of situational awareness aids first responders in gaining complete
understanding of the event as quickly as possible. This is achieved though N3N’s
integrated, real-time display of alarm geolocation, video, and audio notifications
and other data relevant to staff and first responders.
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